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Best Astrology Books
The Only Astrology Book You'll Ever Need -

21st Century Ed

Joanna M Woolfolk
Everyone's favourite astrology book, having sold over 700,000 copies. Includes a PC- and Mac-compatible CD-rom where
you can create your own chart! This new edition still includes detailed information about how to cast your own chart the oldfashioned way and, more importantly, how to interpret it once you're finished. And the CD-rom allows the reader to cast his
or her chart in just a few minutes by inputting the date, time, and place of birth into the computer, producing a personalized
astrological chart.
ISBN 9781589796539
TPB 504 Pgs + Illus. + CD-Rom
R260.00
Published by Taylor Trade Publishing

Astrology for Beginners
A Simple Way to Read Your Chart
Joann Hampar
This step-by-step guide takes you through the
language of astrological symbols. As each chapter
unfolds, a new realm of your horoscope is revealed,
including chart patterns, zodiac signs, houses,
planets, and aspects. By the last lesson, you'll be
able to read and interpret your chart, and gain
valuable insight into yourself and others.
9780738711065
TPB 216 Pgs
R180.00
Published by Llewellyn

Horoscope Symbols
Robert Hand
Hand takes the beginner beyond cookbook
interpretations to genuine insight, beyond superficial
keywords to the fundamental principles that underlie
astrology, beyond overemphasis on signs to the
primacy of planets and angles. Although Hand
assumes little prior knowledge of astrology, the more
you know, the more you will get out of this book.
9780914918165
TPB 386 Pgs
R360.00
Published by Schiffer

Planets in Transit

Astrology
Understanding the Birth Chart
Kevin Burk

Life Cycles for Living
Robert Hand

This book covers complete delineations of all the
major transits - conjunction, sextile, square, trine
and opposition - that occur between transiting Sun,
Moon and all planets to each planet in the natal
chart and the Ascendant and Midheaven, as well
as complete delineations of each planet transiting
each house of the natal chart.
9780924608261
TPB 532 Pgs
R420.00
Published by Schiffer

This book is based on a course taught to prepare
students for the NCGR Level I Astrological
Certification exam. Learn how to work with these
basics to form a coherent, synthesized
interpretation of a birth chart. In addition, you will
work with traditional astrological techniques, most
notably the essential dignities.
9781567180886
TPB 368 Pgs
R220.00
Published by Llewellyn

SPECIAL OFFERS

Christian Astrology 1& 2

Tetrabiblos

William Lilly

Claudius Ptolemy,
Translated by J.M. Ashmand

The most famous astrology book in the English
language. Properly used, it will give the answer to any
well-defined question. This new edition restores Lilly's
original page layouts, with marginalia. Modern spelling
throughout, this edition includes Lilly's bibliography, his
original index & a new glossary.
9781933303024 TPB 488 Pgs + Tables SPECIAL OFFER R220.00
+ Charts + Glossary
NORMAL PRICE R440.00
Published by Astrology Classics

Christian Astrology 3
William Lilly

In this astounding book, Lilly gives not only his own
hard-won knowledge of natal astrology, but also what
he gleaned from close study of the greatest astrologers
in history, as found in his own astrological library, one
of the largest of its day.
9781933303031 TPB 376 Pgs + Tables SPECIAL OFFER R195.00
+ Charts + Glossary
NORMAL PRICE R365.00
Published by Astrology Classics

Ptolemy was one of the greatest philosophers /
scientists of the ancient world. Every serious astrologer
in the last 2 millennia has studied this book. With the
current revival of traditional astrology, it remains
essential reading.
9781933303123
TPB 164 Pgs
SPECIAL OFFER R110.00
Published by Astrology Classics
NORMAL PRICE R220.00

Round Art of Astrology
AT Mann

Mann reveals the unique link between astrology
and biological time. Using his logarithmic scale,
you can identify and describe an individual's
astrological life events from conception to old age.
Detailed explanations of the techniques of
astrological analysis are covered as well as the
implications of such readings.
9781843336983 Large TPB 300 Pgs SPECIAL OFFER R 95.00
Published by Vega
+ Illus.
NORMAL PRICE R225.00

